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The Civil War, which took place from 1861 to 1865, was a pivotal moment in
American history. One of the key components of the Union Army was the Field
Artillery of the Army of the Potomac. This remarkable brigade played a crucial
role in the outcome of several major battles, shaping the course of the war and
ultimately leading to Union victory.

Introducing the Field Artillery

The Field Artillery was a specialized branch of the Army of the Potomac
composed of highly skilled soldiers trained in the use of artillery weapons. These
brave men operated cannons, howitzers, and other artillery pieces that could
unleash devastating firepower upon the enemy from a safe distance.
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The Importance of Artillery in Warfare

During the Civil War, artillery played a crucial role in battle. They were used to
soften enemy positions before infantry charges and to disrupt enemy formations.
Artillery barrages often caused chaos and confusion among the enemy ranks,
providing a significant advantage to the Union forces.

Key Battles and Contributions
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The Field Artillery of the Army of the Potomac participated in numerous major
battles during the Civil War. Their contributions were critical in several key
engagements that significantly impacted the outcome of the war, such as:

The Battle of Antietam

At the Battle of Antietam, which took place on September 17, 1862, the Field
Artillery provided crucial support to the Union forces. They bombarded
Confederate positions, weakening their defenses and allowing Union troops to
gain ground. The battle ultimately resulted in a Union victory, marking a turning
point in the war.

The Battle of Gettysburg

The Field Artillery's role in the Battle of Gettysburg, fought from July 1 to July 3,
1863, was particularly significant. They played a vital role in Culpeper's Artillery
Reserve, defending key strategic positions and delivering devastating firepower
upon the Confederate forces.

The Siege of Petersburg

During the Siege of Petersburg, which lasted from June 1864 to March 1865, the
Field Artillery played a central role in the Union's efforts to take control of this key
Confederate stronghold. Their continuous bombardment weakened Confederate
defenses, allowing Union forces to eventually break through and force the
Confederates to surrender.



The Challenges Faced by the Field Artillery

Operating artillery in battle presented significant challenges for the Field Artillery.
The soldiers had to contend with harsh battlefield conditions, maintain accurate
targeting, and quickly maneuver heavy and cumbersome artillery pieces to adapt
to the changing dynamics of the fight.

The Legacy of the Field Artillery of the Army of the Potomac

The Field Artillery's contributions to the Union's successes in key battles during
the Civil War were immeasurable. Their bravery, skill, and unwavering dedication
to their cause played a vital role in securing victory for the Union.

While the war had a profound impact on the nation, the Field Artillery's story often
goes untold. However, their significance in shaping the outcome of the conflict
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cannot be overstated. Their legacy lives on, reminding us of the sacrifices made
and the critical role played by the Artillery in securing America's future.

The Field Artillery of the Army of the Potomac stands as a testament to the
bravery and skill of the soldiers who fought during the Civil War. Their
contributions were instrumental in shaping the course of the war and ultimately
bringing about Union victory. The story of the Field Artillery serves as a reminder
of the sacrifices made and the pivotal role played by these dedicated soldiers in
securing America's future.
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and Canister, first published in 1960, has since become a classic and remains the
definitive study of the field artillery of the Army of the Potomac.”-Print ed.
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